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Abstract 

The Pleistocene archaeological record of South Asia is important for concerns about the origins and 

development of Paleolithic cultures, litchi innovation coherence or change, and human dispersals across 

Asia. In light of these concerns, the exploration effort described below has chosen to investigate the 

Waingangā River's basin in the Deccan Plateau of southern India. India's historical context is not exceptional. 

Homo sapiens, the first modern humans, arrived on the Indian subcontinent sometime between 200000 and 

40000 BC and quickly swept across a large portion of the continent, including peninsular India. They 

continuously flooded the Indian subcontinent with a high number of relocation influxes depending on what 

was available in modern-day Iran. These primitive people moved in groups of a few 'family' and subsisted 

mostly on hunting and assembly. 

Keywords: Prehistory of The Waingangā River Basin. 

1. Introduction  

The Pleistocene archaeological record of South Asia is important for concerns about the origins and 

advancement of Paleolithic societies, litchi innovation consistency or change, and human dispersals across 

Asia. In light of these concerns, the exploration effort described below has chosen to investigate the 

Waingang River's basin in the Deccan Plateau of southern India. 
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Since the 1930s, the rich old archaeological record of Maharashtra's eastern area has been investigated, 

resulting in the discovery of places, rock craftsmanship, and fossils (de Terra and Paterson Reference de 

Terra and Paterson1939; Srinivasan Reference Srinivasan1962-Reference Srinivasan1963; Joshi Reference 

Joshi1964; Ota Reference Ota1993-Reference Ota1994). The current analysis aims to look into questions 

about long-term behavioural changes from the Ache shelter in the Late Paleolithic, as well as 

geomorphologic and climatic changes during the Pleistocene. Field overviews have been used to re-examine 

recently discovered locations as well as to investigate new areas. 

 

Map of Maharashtra  
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2. Site distribution and art effect contexts 

Low slopes and developed pediment surfaces characterize the larger location. The Wardha-Wainganga bowl 

is densely packed with numerous lean localities, primarily in the pediment (n = 7) and ridge (n = 2) regions, 

with easy access to unpolished components from the Archaean and Gondwana arrangements (Figure 1). The 

quartzite used by Ache lean hominins can be found as stones and cobbles in the Chimur Hills' lower sections, 

as well as in the streams downstream for a distance of 12 kilometers. The Kanhan-Wainganga bowl has Late 

Paleolithic destinations in the pediments (n = 4), peaks (n = 6), slope slants (n = 2), and auxiliary settings 

inside the stream channels (n = 9). Late Paleolithic sites are completely discovered in the Archaean, 

Gondwana, and Deccan Trap systems, with cherts obtained from the Intertrappean veins that are exposed in 

some regions (District Resource Map, Maharashtra; Geological Survey of India 2000). 

Regoliths derived from in situ enduring of the neighbourhood bedrock: sandstone of the Talchir and Kamathi 

arrangements (around 3m thick), shale (around 2m thick), and basalt overwhelmed by centre stones of the 

Intertrappean Deccan Traps are commonly found dissolving out of relics of all social stages (around 50cm 

thick). Minimized sterile sand, calcretised bouldery rock, and silty sand cover these regoliths. Two unique 

sites (Temburda and Bhatala) have the Acheulean happening in a regolith derived from endured sandstone, 

which is dissimilar to the minimum sand. Late Paleolithic antiquities can be found on the minimum sand's 

outer layer (Figure 2). 

3. Lithic assemblages 

The researchers looked at Acheulean lithic collections (n = 210 curios) from two important sites (Bhatala and 

Temburda). Chert and coarse-grained purple quartzite, obtained either from the Chimur lower regions or 

from the rock of downstream streams, are the dominant natural material; locally accessible sandstone was not 

used. The instruments are all bifaces (n = 140), with blades outnumbering hand tomahawks (n = 72 and 52, 

respectively). Picks, discoids, and other large bits are also found; however, waste drops (n = 70) are 

insufficient (Figure 3). Side pieces, end drops, and cobbles are biface clear types; standard biface aspects are 

119 83 36mm. Knives are chipped on the dorsal side tolerably, whereas hand tomahawks are severely 

damaged on both surfaces. There are no colossal or goliath centres. 
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Figure: 3. Representative materials of the Ache lean litchi assemblages 

There has been no evidence of a Middle Paleolithic presence in this area, and no clear Levalloisian 

components have been discovered. However, the majority of late Paleolithic ancient rarities (n = 2620) are 

handled by cutting-edge developments in various stages of refinement. Chalcedony, quartz, quartzite, and 

chert are the unprocessed materials used, with the last option being the most popular. Chips, chunks, and 

cobbles are the obvious types. Drop centres, sharp edge centres, scrubbers, and cutting edges with side 

effects are all treated completely .The chip centres (86 74 48mm) essentially generated 75mm long piece 

gaps. Sharp edge centres (42 24 21mm) hold some cortex and are pyramidal, spherical, hollow, and 

indeterminate in shape. On sharp edge centres, efforts for edge preparation are visible. Scrubbers created on 
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drop and sharp edge spaces are also present, as are piece scrubbers with single- and two-sided constructions 

with straight, arched, and sunken edges. This collection is lacking in drills, focuses, and bruins. 

4. Conclusion 

The regional dispersion of Ache lean and Late Paleolithic locations in a largely regolith landscape is the 

focus of the review. The Ache lean is missing in districts ravaged by the Deccan Traps, clustering in higher 

elevations (240 meters above sea level) where streams have had little impact, and curios dissolving from the 

regolith. At Tikoda (Mishra et al. Reference Mishra, Deo, and Ota2012) and in the Hunsgi-Baichbal bowl, 

comparisons have been made (Paddayya Reference Paddayya2008). The lack of massive or monster centres, 

few side-effects, and the use of non-neighborhood purple quartzite as an unprocessed substance in the Ache 

lean skyline all point to a broken decreasing sequence, implying that devices are familiar with these 

locations. This demonstrates the arranging and dynamic capacities of hominins in this area. At this time, 

there is no evident evidence of remnants typical of the Indian Middle Paleolithic or Levalloisian 

developments. The motivations for this are now unclear; however, a future review may require such 

disclosures. 

Between the regoliths housing Ache lean and Late Paleolithic antiquities, a sterile disco formable degree of 

reduced sand is available. Drop sharp edges and cutting edge instruments are found in this district, which are 

distinguished by occasional unstandardised cutting edges, a power of piece apparatus, and basic edge 

arrangement, implying a Late or Upper Paleolithic beginning phase. 

This research focuses on the significance of new information gleaned from the re-examination of places 

known to have extensive ancient archaeological records. It emphasizes the fluidity of ancient culture 

groupings in South Asia, which is further complicated by the lack of identifiable social stages that require 

more investigation. As a result, this focuses on the possible results of looking at questions about development 

and change over time, as well as inclinations for various places, unrefined chemicals, and litchi decrease 

techniques that progressive populations accept. Changes in Ache lean versus Late Paleolithic populations' 

preferred locations are indicative of cognition, natural substance preferences, and geomorphologic cycles. 
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